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I must apologise to Roy Gault and the members for distorting the perfin 
illustrations in two of his article in the last Bulletin.  Just when you think 
you understand these computers you find they have a new trick for you.  
The two pieces were “LW or “HW” and “AUX” between Lines.  In both 
cases the illustration was stretched horizontally.  This led to a number of 
members reporting “new” AUX dies to Roy.  Apologies once again. 
 
TRADE DIRECTORIES 

Dave Hill alerts us to the fact that Stepping Stones have reduced the price 
of their old directories on CD to £5.99 +£1 p&p.  To see what is available 
look on their web site www.stepping-stones.co.uk .  I would also remind 
members that directory CDs can be obtained from two other sites (Archive 
CD Books Project) www.rod-neep.co.uk  and (Your Old Books and Maps) 
www.youroldbooksandmaps.co.uk .  Quickly looking at these sites it 
seems that the price of these CD’s is falling rapidly.  Best of all though is 
you can access a huge number of old directories for free on 
www.historicaldirectories.org (University of Leicester). 
 
ANOTHER NEW PUBLICATION 

The new 2007 updated publication for "Y, Z, Des, & Numbers" is now 
ready for ordering.  The cost of the new 2007 "Y, Z, Des, & Numbers" 
will remain the same as before at £5.00 for the details and £3.00 for the 
Silhouettes.  Orders for this section of the Illustrated Catalogue should be 
made to Jeff Turnbull - address is on the front page of the Bulletin. 

MEMBERS COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 
 
GWR Newspaper Stamp With Perfin - Bulletin 346/19  
John Donner reports that he has a copy of JF/ &Co on a 3d Midland 
Railway Newspaper Stamp.  On his copy 3 pins are missing from the 
ampersand and only 3 pins are visible of the ‘o’.    The same die has been 
seen on e-bay on 1d, 2d & 3d Midland Railway Newspaper Parcel stamps 
again with many missing pins on the ampersand and ‘o’. 
 
Jack Brandt also writes that he has a couple of copies of this die on the 
Midland Railway Issue mentioned above.  Again his copies of the die are 
heavily damaged .  Looking back in Bulletin 330 a near perfect copy of the 
die was shown (see below).  This die is not listed in the New Illustrated 
Catalogue as it is yet to be found on postage stamps.  
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Roy Gault also confirms that this die is not J2780.01M and is presently 
not known of postage stamps. 

Query 1 - Postmark on KEVII 1/- Stamp - Bulletin 344/16  
Keith Rowland has written with additional information on the question 
raised by Rosemary Smith in regard to her maritime postmark on 
A3510.04.  He writes “The postmark is of the German post office that 
operated on board many German shipping lines, in this case DEUTSCH-
AMERIKANISCHE SEEPOST – BREMEN-NEW YORK line.  There 
were two ships of this line at sea on 12-04-04: 
KAISER WILHELM DER GROSSE 

BREMEN    12.04.04   NEW YORK  19.04.04  “ident VII” 
KAISER WILHELM II    

NEW YORK  12.04.04   BREMEN    19.04.04  “ident IV” 
The “ident” was a Roman numeral, unique to each date stamp, found at the 
bottom of the date stamp.  If the numeral in the illustration is a VII, then 
the stamp would have been date stamped on the Kaiser Wilhelm der 
Grosse.” 
 
Query – Coil Perfin Production – Bulletin 265/10 
 
Dave Hill has noticed a paragraph in a Sloper letter that was reproduced in 
Bulletin 265.    

“National Insurance stamps are also supplied by us and these can be 
ordered weekly in whatever quantities you desire. If you use a roll 
machine for affixing Receipt, Postage or Insurance stamps we can 
print or perforate rolls for use on these machines”  

He writes “Another bit I must have read and not taken in before, is it only 
me who’s interested in the mechanics of things?  Do we have any 
information on the machines used to perforate coils and have we identified 
any of the dies or users?”   
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